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Unexpected and unique
Located in the center of Seville, on the banks of 
the Guadalquivir River, in a unique and privileged 
location such as the Triana neighborhood. It has 
public parking just a few meters away and the 
possibility of docking by boat after a stroll along 
the city’s river.

Clandestino is a surprising space, unique in the 
city, semi-hidden, concealed from the view of the 
general public and the masses. You only know it 
if you have been invited. A new space to surprise 
a small group of people at your exclusive event, 
whether daytime or nighttime.
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Faint atmosphere
The exposed brick walls remind us of the 
speakeasy bars of New York City during the 
Prohibition era, a controversial measure that 
prohibited the production and consumption of 
alcoholic beverages in the city. Enormous cur-
tains, a black marble bar, polished mirrors, and 
a subdued ambiance will transport us to ano-
ther era.
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Two different spaces
This venue features two distinct spaces that allow 
for separate meetings and gastronomic services 
for small groups. It is distributed as a duplex, with 
two floors connected by a wrought iron staircase.
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Cocktail and seated
The lower floor has a capacity of 50 guests in 
cocktail format events and 20 guests for seated 
menus. It is equipped with its own audiovisual re-
sources: a platform, sound system, and lighting. 
Its versatile furniture allows for various setups for 
gastronomic services, meetings, product pre-
sentations, and performances.

A new venue in Seville to surprise a small audien-
ce with exclusive and high-quality gastronomic 
events.
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The Cocktail Menu 1

STARTERS

Potato salad with tuna belly salad and soft mayonnaise

Buffalo burrata and tomato tartar

Steak tartar with moustard sprouts

COLD

Creamy smoked meat croquetes

Marinated bites of rockfish

Panko battered shrimp with sweet chilly sauce

HOT

Spanish potato omellet with truffle and bacon

Yakitori chicken brochette

Serranito brioche

DESSERT

Ferrero chocolate truffle

BEVERAGES

Water, soft drinks. beer

Red and white wine

The Cocktail Menu 2

STARTERS

Prawn potato and soft mayonnaise

Buffalo burrata with aubergine

Steak tartar brioche

Red tuna marinated in red butter with bread

COLD

Creamy sea bass croquetes

Marinated bites of rockfish

Scampi tail in tempura with sweet chilly sauce

HOT

Gratin scallop with garlic prawns alioli

Roasted meat tacos with guacamole, pico de gallo and 
margarita

Iberian pork shoulder with whiskey sauce and potatoes

DESSERT

Brioche torrija and mascarpone cream

BEVERAGES

Water, soft drinks. beer

Red and white wine
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All rights reserved. All the contents of this project as well as others designed, created and 
developed by ISB Spain (Shabby&Chic) are protected by copyright. 
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